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		Author: 	bojingo [ Tue Dec 08, 2009 6:45 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Adding XMP to documents.
	
It would be nice to have support for embedding XMP to documents.

I am currently using iTextSharp to add XMP to my PDF documents but it is too slow for certain tasks, in particular with imaging, so I am using PDFsharp to build the bulk of the document and then doing a pass through iTextSharp to add the XMP.  It would be absolutely lovely to have a single solution for all!

Info for anyone interested:
http://www.adobe.com/products/xmp/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extensible ... a_Platform

Thanks!

		

		




	


		Author: 	nidhiv22 [ Mon Nov 29, 2010 9:47 pm ]
	Post subject: 	xmp Support
	
Hello,

i know this question is asked quite a few times earlier with no response. Can someone kindly let us know if PdfSharp library supports to read xmp data from a pdf file.

Thanks in advance.

		

		




	


		Author: 	Thomas Hoevel [ Tue Nov 30, 2010 12:33 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: xmp Support
	
XMP support is not yet implemented in PDFsharp.

XMP support will come, but not in the next release.

		

		




	


		Author: 	nidhiv22 [ Wed Dec 01, 2010 4:37 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: xmp Support
	
Thanks Thomas for the information. 

Also currently I am using iTextSharp library to retreive the xmp data from a pdf. Can anyone please let me know if there is any other .net library available to do the same.

Thanks in advance.

		

		




	


		Author: 	awaiK [ Tue Jan 03, 2012 10:45 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Adding XMP to documents.
	
Would be great to have XMP support.

		

		




	


		Author: 	SomeGuyOnTheInternet [ Tue Jan 15, 2013 1:33 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: Adding XMP to documents.
	
+1 

XMP support would be great.

		

		




	


		Author: 	nav3000 [ Tue Apr 15, 2014 8:07 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: xmp Support
	
Thomas Hoevel wrote:
XMP support is not yet implemented in PDFsharp.

XMP support will come, but not in the next release.

You said it 3 years ago. What is now? I can see, that in current version of PDFsharp it isn't yet implemented. Do you still have plans to implement it?

		

		




	


		Author: 	nav3000 [ Tue Apr 22, 2014 8:59 am ]
	Post subject: 	xmp isn't supported?
	
Haw you plans for implements of xmp support?

Thanks im advance for your answer

		

		




	


		Author: 	Thomas Hoevel [ Tue Apr 22, 2014 9:11 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: xmp isn't supported?
	
nav3000 wrote:
Haw you plans for implements of xmp support?
There are plans to implement it, but there is no timetable yet.
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